
UNDERTAKING  

(To be duly filled by the student and to submit in the office of UG Scholarship (Academic Section)) 

 

I, Mr/Ms____________________D/o, S/o Shri/Smt ______________________________in the 

category of (SC/ST/SBC/OBC/Gen.)________ residing at (parents permanent Address with mobile 

no.) _______________________________________________________________           

Mobile No. _________________a student of branch ___________________________        

(studying year) _________________   bearing class ID.No. ____________________ of MNIT 

Jaipur during the session 2021-22 do here by solemnly declare that I will strictly adhere to the 

rules and regulation for the grant of "Post Matric Scholarship SC/ST/OBC (under category 

17)/SBC/EBC and Mukhya Mantri Sarvajan Ichcha Shiksha Chhatravriti Yojana and undertake 

that : 

1. I have read all the instruction of Post Matric Scholarship Rajasthan rules and have 

accordingly filled the application. All the filled data are true, if found wrong I will be 

responsible for any discrepancy. If any changes are made by me in all the uploaded 

scanned documents or any facts are hidden by me or any fact is distorted or any attempt is 

to be made to mislead Department/ Government/ Institute to get scholarship amount based 

on fouls forced by deception then government/institute is completely free to take an action 

to file a foreclosure case against me within IPC section 177, 197, 198, 199, 200 and 420. 

2. Documents pertaining to the issuing authority Govt. of Rajasthan like: Aadhar card, Caste 

certificate and Domicile certificate, Income certificate, Death certificate, physically 

handicapped/challenge  certificate (other documents attached by me which are not listed 

here) are according to the rules of issuing authority and my institute will not be 

responsible for any discrepancy. 

3. My caste certificate has been issued according to order no. 

F11/SC/ST/OBC/SBC/C.C./SJE/1563606-726 dt 26.10.2015 and I am aware about the 

rules of this order.  

4. I must secure minimum 75% attendance in the entire subject.  I will inform to Scholarship 

office if my attendance is short in any subject. 

5. I will maintain my CGPA not below 4.5.  

6. I will not be involved in any strike or any act against the institute. If it is found wrong, the 

institute authority is free to take necessary action. 

7. I am not in receipt of any stipend or scholarship from the Institute or any other sources. I 

am not employed anywhere. I will not sell, transfer and assign my scholarship to anybody. 

8. I shall abide by all the rules, regulations, terms and conditions of the scholarship given by 

Uttar Pradesh Govt. and maintain discipline in the Institute. I undertake that if any stage, it 

is found by the sanctioning authority of the respective Ministry/Department/Institute that 

the information furnished by me is false or I have violated the terms and conditions of the 

scholarship, the scholarship sanctioned to me may be cancelled and the entire amount of 

the scholarship will be refunded by me or recovered from me or my parents, apart from 

the liability for such penal action as warranted by law or Institute 

Authority/Ministry/Department. I am also aware that if I found guilty by court then as a 

result I can be punished. Without this declaration, my proposal will not be accepted and I 

will be completely responsible for this. 

 

Signature of the student 

 


